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Abstract
In this paperwe discuss themagnetic field self generation, via the so-called Biermann battery effect,
and its diffusion for a blast wave (BW) expanding in a perturbed backgroundmedium. A series of
simulations verify the bi-linear behavior of the Biermann battery source termboth in amplitude and
inwavenumber. Such a behavior is valid in the limit of no diffusivity.When diffusivity is also
considered, we observe an inverse proportionality with thewavenumber: for largewavenumber
perturbationmagnetic diffusivity plays a key role.Writing the induction equation in a dimensionless
formwe discuss how, in terms ofmagnetic properties, the BWcan be subdivided into threemain
regions: the remnantwhere the frozen-in-flowapproximation holds, the thin shell where themagnetic
field is in fact generated but at the same time begins to diffuse, and the shock frontwhere themagnetic
field diffuses away. A possible experimental scenario that could inducemagneticfields of about 100
gauss isfinally investigated. Simulations have been performedwith the codeDUED.
1. Introduction
The development in high-power laser technology and in high-resolution plasma diagnostics has prompted a
significant increase in the number of laser-plasma interaction experiments devoted to the investigation of
astrophysical phenomena in the laboratory [1–13]. By rewriting the dynamical equations in terms of
dimensionless quantities and parameters [14–16], it is possible to scale down astrophysical phenomena to the
temporal and spatial scales typical of a plasma experiment in the laboratory. A laser-generated blast wave (BW)
in a background gas could be used for instance to investigate the evolution of a Supernova remnant (SNR)
propagating through interstellarmedium [17–19].
In recent years several experiments have been devoted to uncover themechanisms thatmight seedmagnetic
field generation in SNRs. It has been observed that the Biermann battery [1] is a possible and suitablemechanism
to inducemagnetic fields. The inducedmagnetic fields are rather weak, but it also appears plausible that,
eventually, in combinationwith dynamo effects, fields get amplified and become rather important in the overall
dynamics [1]. SNRs are reproduced in a laboratory environment as BW, a large amount of energy is
instantaneously deposited in a very small region (high energy density). This procedure, relatively simple to
setup, has become rather standard over the years.
In this workwe present numerical investigations of themechanisms that lead tomagnetic field generation
and evolution in a laser-generated cylindrical blast wave. SNRs are 3D spherical phenomena, however in this
paperwe consider a simplified 2D cylindrical case. Indeed a 2D scenario allows to describe themain underlying
physics without loss of generality and it is simpler to reproduce experimentally. Density perturbations of the
background gas seed the growth ofmagnetic field structures via the so calledBiermann battery effect [20, 22–24]
when the BWpasses through a region of non-homogeneous plasma. (Hydrodynamic instabilities, like the
Rayleigh–Taylor instability in nonlinear regimes, are also amagnetic field seedingmechanism; this process can
play some role in inertial confinement fusion [21].) The generatedBfield is advected awaywith the fluid
elements in regions of the plasmawhere the resistivity is small. There themagnetic field lines are frozen in flow, as
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sometimes this phenomenon is referred to.Where instead the plasma resistivity is high,magnetic field diffusion
occurs and the intensity ofB is reduced via current dissipation in the plasma.
The properties of the background gas, such as chemical composition and initial density, greatly affect the
generation and evolution ofmagnetic field structures. Also the various energy transportmechanisms present in
the plasma, in particular radiative transport and non-local electron transport (NLET), play an important role in
the generation ofBfields induced by the BW. It is important to understand these phenomena in the laboratory,
taking into account that, for instance, NLETdoes not scale up to astrophysical problems.
The paper is organized as follows: in the first sectionwe describe the governing equations and their
implementation in the numerical code used for the simulations. In the second sectionwe discuss themagnetic
field inductionmechanism. In the third sectionwe discuss the relative importance and contribution of the terms
determining the generation and diffusion ofmagnetic field; in the fourth section the competition between
magnetic field generation and diffusion is clarified via a systematic scan.We then present the propagation of a
BW through a region of localized density perturbations, in a context similar towhat could be obtained in a laser-
plasma experiment. Conclusions are drawn in the last section.
2. The induction equation and the plasmamodel
The simulations presented in this paper are performed usingDUED [25, 26] in its cylindrical version. DUED is a
two-temperature Lagrangian fluid code for inertial fusion studies, it includes realmatter equation of state,
multigroup radiation and alpha-particle diffusion, fuel burn, three-dimensional laser ray-tracing, and inverse
bremsstrahlung absorption. For electron thermal conductionDUED includes both the standard flux-limiter
(sharp cutoff) technique as well as the non-local electron transportmodel by Schurtz–Nicolaï–Busquet [31]
implemented inDUEDas described in [29, 30]. The original radiative hydrodynamic version used for ICF
studies has been upgraded to include the dynamical evolution ofmagnetic fields in amagneto-hydrodynamical
approximation. The induction equation used in our analysis is based on theOhm’s law

η= − × + −
c
p
e n
E
u B
J , (1)e
e
where E is the electric field, B themagnetic field, J the current density, pe the electron pressure, ne the electron
number density, u thefluid velocity, η the plasma resistivity. Gaussian-CGS units are used throughout.
InsertingOhm’s law into Faraday’s law, themagnetic induction equation is obtained
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which is written as a total derivative of ρB in the Lagrangean frame.Here ρ is the plasmamass density, and the
electron pressure =p n k Te e B e has beenwritten as a function of electron temperature andBoltzmann constant.
The term containing  ×T ne e in equation (2) is known as the baroclinic source term or theBiermann
battery term [1, 27], and it represents amagnetic field generatingmechanism. The terms containing η (generally
written in a compact form  η× × B( )) are instead responsible formagnetic field diffusion and dissipation.
The simplest case wemight consider is in the absence of any source and diffusion terms, so that the quantity ρB
is rigidly advectedwith theflow. The baroclinic termdiffers from zero in those regionswhere the electron
density and temperature gradients are not parallel. An explicative example is presented infigure 1 showing a late
stage of a Richtmyer–Meshkov instability [28]. In this case the cross product  ×T ne e is computed offline and
plotted. The two narrow layers in which the baroclinc term generatesBfields (with opposite sign) are clearly
Figure 1. Snapshot of the linear phase of pure hydrodynamic RMI (data from [28]). Colormaps of electron density ne and temperature
Te are shown. The bottompanel presents the (offline computed) baroclinic source term responsible formagneticfield generation.
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visible.Magnetic field diffusivity becomes dominant in those regionswhere plasma temperature and
characteristic gradient scale lengths are large, alsowhen comparedwithfluid velocity.Magnetic field diffusion
dominates over other terms in those regionswhere high internal energy (high temperature) has not yet
converted into kinetic energy. Themagnetic field is coupled to the plasma hydrodynamics in themomentum
and energy equations:
 ρ
π π
= − + + +D
Dt
p p
Bu B B
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where u is thefluid velocity, pe the electron pressure, pi the ion pressure, εe the electron specific energy, Qe the
heatflux and π= ×cJ B4 is the current density. The simulationswere run in 2D (x, y) slab geometry, with
the hydrodynamic quantities independent of the z co-ordinate. As such, the inducedmagnetic field has theBz
component only. Physical viscosity has been neglected since it plays practically no role for temperatures, density
and time ranges considered.
The electron thermal conductionwasmodeled using both the standard flux-limiter technique and aNLET
model [29–31]. Radiation transport is dealt with by aflux-limitedmulti-group diffusion scheme. Tabulated
opacities are provided by an upgraded version of the SNOP code [33], which computes steady-state-non-local-
thermal-equilibriumopacities using an average-atommodel.Material properties are described by a tabulated
equation of state [34] accounting for several non-ideal effects, including partial ionization (of particular
relevance for the present study).
3. Regular density perturbation as seedingmechanism for the Biermann battery effect
To illustrate the chain process that seeds and induces themagnetic fieldwe beginwith a simplified scenario in
which a BWencounters a regular density perturbation of the backgroundmedium [12, 19].We assume that the
BW is generated by the instantaneous energy deposition of an ultrashort laser pulse [32] (density and velocity
evolution are plotted infigure 3 for a selection of times) propagating through a rarefied gas along the z axis, with
the axis-name convention depicted in figure 2. In this sectionwe discuss themagnetic field generation induced
by the BW, neglectingB-field diffusion.
In order to shed light on the basicmechanism that leads tomagnetic field generation during a BW
expansion, we choose a simplified scenario, which allows us to verify a few scaling laws connected to the
Biermann battery effect. Our first case study involves a BW launched inHydrogen gas (H). TheBW is initialized
with a gaussian temperature profile that corresponds to the instantaneous deposition of 2 J of laser energy in a
cylindrical volume 3mm long and 60 μmwide (standard deviation). The background gas had a uniformdensity
of × −5 10 cm18 3. A sinusoidal density perturbation of the form ρ φ+ A k(1 cos )0 (as illustrated in [28]) is
imposed in the region 800 μm μ< <r 950 m, where ρ0 is the unperturbedmass density,A themodulation
amplitude, k thewavenumber andφ the azimuthal angle (refer tofigure 2). The simulation domainwas set to the
first quadrant ( φ π⩽ ⩽0 2) with periodic boundary condition in theφ-direction. The initial gridwas divided
into 200 equally spaced zones in the radial direction and 64 in the azimuthal direction.
For this simple case, it is possible to perform a linear analysis of the baroclinic term in the induction
equation, which leads to
Figure 2.Axes name schematic.
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φ∝B Ak k T
L
˙ sin( ) , (5)z
e
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where ∂ ∼T T Lr e e s is the electron temperature divided by the shock characteristic length Ls. For the BW, in fact,
the temperature gradient is radial and peaks in the narrow region of the shock front called thin shell. The density
gradient in the perturbed region is in the azimuthal direction and therefore orthogonal to the temperature
gradient. From equation (5)we deduce thatmagnetic field has a linear response both in amplitudeA and in
wavenumber k.
Such bi-linear dependence is well verified in simulations as shown infigures 4(a) and (b). Figure 4(a)
presents the linear increase ofB for small perturbation amplitudewith themode number l (recalling that in
cylindrical geometry k= l/R)fixed to 8; whilefigure 4(b) presents the linear response tomode number forfixed
perturbation amplitudeA (here set to 3%).We plot themaximum intensity of theBfield: themagnetic field is
generated onlywhen the shock front passes through the density perturbation, and in this region its value is
almost constant. Exiting from the perturbation region, with no sustainingmechanism, themagnetic field is no
longer inducedwhile the existing one damps down because of adiabatic expansion. Despite simulations have
been runwith radiative transfer, two temperatures approximation,NLET thermal diffusionmodel; the fairly
limited thermal precursor dimension permits systematic scanswith no saturation effects that instead occurs for
higherZ-numbermaterial. The bi-linear responsewith saturation effects for largewavenumber in Argon (Ar) is
reported infigures 5(a) and (b). In order to produce a BWwith comparable velocity and electron temperature at
shock front we require theAr case to have a specific energy ( ρE ) similar to previous case. For the Ar case the
deposited energy is increased to 10 J, and the background gas number density is decreased by a factor of ten,
namely ρ = × −5 10 cm0 17 3.
An estimate for theBfield amplitude generated by the BW in the absence of diffusion can be obtained by
integrating equation (5) during the time of transit of the shock front over afluid element, given by L Vs s, where
Vs is the shock speed. Recalling k= l/R, we obtain
∝ =B Ak T
V
A
l
R
T
V
· · , (6)max
e
s
e
s
which shows that themagnetic field proportionally depends on the electronic shock temperature and
perturbationmode-number, while it has an inverse relationwith the shock velocity and the perturbation
radiusR.
Figure 3.Density and radial velocity evolution for a blast wave launched inArgonwith an initial deposited energy of 2 J. several
snapshot spanning from early times to late times have been chosen to capture the entire blast wave expansion.
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Weverified equation (6) for increasing BWstrength as reported in table 1. Temperature and velocity have
been systematically changed bymonotonically increasing the deposited energy: from0.5 to 10 J. The position
Rpert of the sinusoidal perturbation has beenmoved progressively outwards in order to allow the BW to stabilize
before impinging against the imposed sinusoidalmass perturbation. To verify the scaling relation the case
E=0.5 J has been used has a reference point. Last two columns of table 1 show that there is good agreement
between theBfield peak value and the value predicted by equation (6).
4. Competition betweenBiermann battery andmagneticfield diffusion
To illustrate the competition between the Biermann battery effect and themagnetic field diffusionwe proceed by
rewriting the induction equation in a dimensionless form [2, 14–16, 36].Wewrite each dimensional quantity,
e.g. the fluid velocity u, in equation (2) as the product of two terms = vu u· ˆ0 , one carrying the physical
characteristic dimension v0, the other the scale uˆ.We obtain the dimensionless induction equation
    
ρ ρ
η= + × − × ×( ) ( )D
Dt M
T n
B B
u B
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ · ˆ
1 ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
1
Re
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ , (7)
Mp
e e
where all terms have been reduced to dimensionless formusing the characteristic velocity v0, the characteristic
scale length x0, and the characteristic resistivity η0.
The relative importance of single terms entering the induction equation can be assessed by studying the
magnetization parameterMp [35, 36] and themagnetic Reynolds numberReM [35–37]. Themagnetization
parameter is defined by =M r xLp 0, the ratio of the Larmour radius to the characteristic scale length.Where
Figure 4.Magnetic field peak value versus density perturbation amplitude (A) express in percent (a) and versusmode perturbation (l)
(b). The density background is perturbedwith a sinusoidal perturbation of the form ρ φ+ A k(1 cos )0 with ρ = × −8.37 100 6
(Hydrogen, = ×n 5 100 18). For plot (a) k isfixed equal to 8 andA is varied; plot (b) assumes =A 3% and k is chosen equal to
{4, 8, 16, 32}.
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⩽M 1p , themechanism ofBfield generation via the baroclinic termbecomes important with respect to purely
hydrodynamic advection. Themagnetic Reynolds number is given by π η= x v cRe 4 ( )M 0 0 0 2 , the ratio of
magnetic advection tomagnetic diffusion. ≫Re 1M corresponds to regions of the plasmawhere diffusion can
be neglected andfield lines are frozen inflow.On the contrary, ⩽Re 1M indicates thatmagnetic field diffusion
acrossfluid elements becomesmore andmore significant.
In the BWexpansion, the generation ofmagnetic field occurs only in the thin shell (magnetization
parameter >1, see later on). Thereforewe choose to observe the plasma andBfield dynamics on the scale of the
shock front, andwe choose the shock thickness as the characteristic scale length.We also set v0 to the shock speed
Figure 5.Magnetic field peak value versus: (a) density perturbation amplitude (A) expressed in percent with andwithoutmagnetic
field diffusivity; (b) versusmode perturbation (l) with andwithoutmagneticfield diffusivity. The density background is perturbed
with a sinusoidal perturbation of the form ρ φ+ A k(1 cos )0 with ρ = × −3.32 100 5 g cm−3 (Argon, = ×n 5 100 17 cm−3). For plot
(a) k isfixed equal 8 andA is varied; plot (b) assumes =A 3% andmode-perturbation-l is chosen equal to {4, 8, 16, 32}. The blue
dots correspond tomagnetic field calculatedwith the baroclinic source termonly; the red triangles correspond tomagnetic field
calculatedwith the baroclinic source termplus diffusivity (non local electron transport diffusion for electrons and diffusive
approximation radiative transfer are also used).
Table 1. Systematic scan to verify the proportionality T V Re s pert as described in equation (6). The
BWhas been launched inArgon gas,A isfixed to 1%, l is chosen equal to 16. The deposited
energy is increased from 0.5 to 10 J to achieve higher shock velocity.
Energy (J) Vs (cm s
−1) Te (eV) Rpert (μm) ∥ ∥∞B (T) ExpectedB (T)
0.5 ×3.0 106 9 570 0.52 —
1.0 ×3.5 106 10.8 760 0.44 0.40
2.0 ×3.7 106 11.58 1050 0.30 0.29
5.0 ×4.2 106 12.5 1440 0.19 0.2
10.0 ×5.0 106 15.5 1830 0.12 0.15
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Vs. As a consequence the ReM andMp parameters are a function of the local resistivity and of the local Larmor
radius respectively, as presented infigure 6.We identify threemain regions: the unshocked region ahead of the
BW, the shock layer, and the remnant behind the BW.Themagnetization parameter is less or equal to one in the
thin shell only. There the Biermann battery effect is active. Outside the shock region, instead,Mp ismuch larger
than one and theBfield generation is suppressed. Regarding theB diffusion, it can be seen that in front of the
shockReM is ≪1, so thatmagnetic diffusion dominates. On the contrary, in the remnant the diffusion is not
effective and theBfield is frozen in. Just in a very narrow region at the shock front the two dimensionless
parameters are both of the order one, and the associatedmechanisms are actingwith comparable strength.
As a final remarkwe observe that for a SNR themagnetic Reynolds number is estimated around ×3.9 1027.
Such a large value arose from the huge scale length involved (L∼ ×3 1024 cm). Other dimensionless parameters
such as the Reynolds number ( ×3 1013) and the Peclet number ( ×7 1011) are also found to have valuesmuch
greater than unity. Themagnetization parameter is instead estimated at around 0.02. The scalability does not
rely on having exactly the same values of dimensionless numbers but it suffices that laboratory experiment and
astrophysical phenomena have dimensionless numbers in the same range, e.g. larger than one, smaller than one
or comparable to unity.
5.Magneticfield diffusivity importance
In the previous sectionwe highlighted the competing effects ofmagnetic field inductionwithmagneticfield
diffusionwith the aid of dimensionless parameters, graphically summarized infigure 6. Themagnetic field is
induced in the thin shock front layer, where diffusivity is also high, so that only a small fraction of themagnetic
field is effectively captured. Dimensionless parameters only help us in understanding that the two phenomena
are counteractingwith similar intensities, but do not offer an effectivemeasurement. In order to calculate the
effect that diffusivity has in our specific case, Ar simulations discussed in section 3 have been runwith the full
equation (2) for B evolution. Figure 5 summarizes the comparison. Figure 5well highlights the importance of
diffusivity: when diffusivity is activated themagnetic field reduces from a few tesla to a few gauss. Figure 5(b)
denotes an inverse relationwithwavenumber: themagnetic field decreases for larger k (this behavior is opposite
to the previous case where onlymagnetic field generationwas considered: highermagnetic fields where induced
Figure 6.TheMagnetization parameter (Mp) and themagnetic-Reynolds (ReM) number are presented for a blast wave case. The use of
dimensionless parameter is a keyway to describe the underlying physicalmechanism, e.g.magnetic field generation and diffusion. On
top, both theMp andReMnumber are graphed, the density profile in arbitrary units is also reported on the background. The image
also shows a simple three zone diagram to highlight fromwhere themagnetic field originates: the shock region (orange stripe); the
region of high diffusivity, and the regionwhere the frozen-in-flow approximation holds.
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for larger k). This last relation can be explained from simple considerations.We recall that the density
perturbation is of the form ρ φ∝ + A k(1 )sin( ) and the inducedmagnetic field has a form φ∝B B ksin( )z 0 ,
whereB0 is themagneticfield amplitude (somehow function of k andA). It follows that
η φ∝ ∂ −( )DB
Dt
A T B k k ksin( ). (8)z r e 0
Weobserve that the diffusive term is proportional to k, so the diffusivity importance increases with k (assuming a
slowly varying η).
Figures 7 and 8 offer a visual comparison of themagnetic field intensity and shape (magnetic field topology)
for the casewith andwithout diffusivity. Figure 7 corresponds to the case: l=16,A= 0.03Rpert = 800 μmat
13.25 ns. For figure 7we have used two distinct colormaps to highlight the differentmagnitude arising from the
two cases, the two colormaps togetherwith the different plot ranges well define themagnetic field spreading-up
structure when diffusivity is taken into account. Figure 8 compares themagnetic field induced in the cases where
magnetic diffusion is switched off (top panels) and on (bottompanels) for three characteristic times.
6. Randomdensity perturbations
Wenow consider a different scenario, eventuallymore realistic, of a BWexpanding in a randomly perturbed
background gas.We seek to identify a condition that can be reproducedwith amoderate laser energy, e.g. the
ELFIE laser at LULI Laboratory at the Ecole Polytechnique, and can producemagnetic fields above 100 G.We
chose these perturbations to have a gaussian shape, e.g. − − − −A x x w y y wexp ( ) ( )0 2 2 0 2 2⎡⎣ ⎤⎦, whereA
(perturbation amplitude), x y( , )0 0 (perturbation position) andw (perturbation size) are all randomly guessed.
SpecificallyA can vary in the range (0, 0.8),w in the range μ(20, 50) m, while the perturbation position can be
anywhere from >r 1 mm(the blast when impinges against the perturbation is well formed in the Sedov–Taylor
regime so to avoid any early phase possible kinetic effect that cannot bemodelled), figure 9(b). The number of
perturbations, for this case, has been fixed to 500. In order to better resolve the imposed perturbations the
number of points in the azimuthal direction has been increased to 128. The peakmagnetic field for this case is
about 140 G,figure 9(a). In order to sustain such a strongmagnetic field, density perturbations need to be
somehow equally distributed over the entire domain. In the case of density perturbations concentrated in a
narrow region the baroclinic source termwould generatemagnetic fields of the same intensity but for a limited,
short, time.Magnetic diffusivity would quickly dominate overall reducing themagnetic fields thatwould
consequently bemore difficult to diagnose.
The initial deposited energy is 2 J (e.g. the effective energy for the 2ω laser ELFIE at LULI Laboratory at the
Ecole Polytechnique). The blast reaches the perturbation at 8–9 ns. From figure 9(a) we see the formation of a
Figure 7.The figure compares themagneticfield induced by an expanding blast wave that impinges into a sinusoidal perturbation in
the casewheremagnetic diffusion is switched off (left panels) and on (right panels). Different colormaps have been used for the two
cases, due to the large difference inmagnetic field amplitude. Densitymaps for the two cases are presented on the bottom line.
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magnetic field of 110 G around that time. Since the random gaussian perturbations permeate the region >r
1 mm themagnetic field is constantly seeded and its value does not decrease below 80 G. Figures 9(c) and (d)
display themagnetic field contour and the density contour, respectively, when themagnetic field reaches its peak
Figure 8.The figures compare themagneticfield induced by an expanding blast wave that impinges into a sinusoidal perturbation for
three characteristic times (9, 13, 21 ns) in the cases wheremagnetic diffusion is switched off (top panels) and on (bottompanels).
Different colormaps have been used for the two cases, due to the large difference inmagneticfield amplitude.
Figure 9.The top-left side of the image, labelledwith (a), plots themaximummagneticfield as a function of time. (b) Is the density
initial condition: 500 gaussian randomperturbations scattered in the region < <r1 2 mm.The bottompart of the graph, label: (c)
and (d) are themagnetic field and logarithmic density contour plot respectively, at =t 18 ns.
9
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value at =t 18 ns.We observe from figure 9(c) that themagnetic field has a complex pattern and it appears to
have completely lost any reminiscence of the initial density perturbation structure. In other words, themagnetic
field topology does not appear tomatch the initial perturbation pattern. Asfinal remark, we notice that despite
the large number of perturbations the BWhas still a cylindrical symmetry, (see figure 9(d)).
7. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the competing effects of the baroclinic source term versus themagnetic field
diffusive term in the case of a BWexpanding throughout a perturbed background density.We observe that the
magnetic field is only induced in the shock region, region also charachterized by a high diffusivity that causes a
consequent and fastmagnetic field reduction.
ABWexpanding in a non-uniform background gas induces amagnetic field. Themechanism that generates,
from the electron pressure gradients, such a field is generally referred to as the Biermann battery effect. The
magnetic field diffusion contrasts such amechanism diffusing themagnetic field away.We have verified for a
simplified scenario, i.e. for a low-amplitude sinusoidal perturbation, that the baroclinic source termhas a bi-
linear response both in amplitude and inmode number.When diffusion is also taken into account, we observe
that themagnetic field intensity is greatly reduced.
The use of dimensionless parameters is extremely useful for identifying the regionswheremagnetic field
generation and diffusion take place. Themagnetic field is only generated at the shock transit where a gradient of
temperature and the imposed gradient of density coexist. Only in the shock regionMp is in fact smaller than
unity. The inducedmagnetic field largely diffuses in front of the shock itself since this is a high diffusivity region.
The unshocked region is characterized by highMp parameter and very lowReM, indicating that there diffusion is
the dominant term inBfield evolution. The part of themagnetic field that does not diffuse in front of the BW is
captured and frozen by the remnant. The remnant is characterized by very high temperatures and very high ReM
so that the frozen-in-flow approximation can be assumed.
We studied also the case of a BWexpanding in a randomly perturbed background gas. For such a scenario we
observe that the peakmagnetic field is of the order of 100 G, and the sparse nature of the perturbation allows the
magnetic field to be constantly seeded during the shock evolution. Themagnetic field topology is particularly
complex and appears to have lost any reminiscence of the initial density perturbation pattern.
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